TWC Pty Ltd Partners with Global Software, Inc. to
Deliver Spreadsheet Server for use with SAP ®
Throughout Sub-Saharan Africa
London, UK (12 February, 2013)– Global Software, Inc., the official author of the Automation
Road Map Strategy™ for Microsoft® Excel and the No. 1 provider of Microsoft ® Excel-based
automation and analysis tools to the leading enterprise resource planning (ERP) platforms,
announces that TWC Pty Ltd, a leading multi-national Information Technology Company
specializing in Business Consulting, Systems Implementation and Technical Consulting for SAP, has
joined the Global Software, Inc.(GSI) worldwide certified partner channel.
With the new partnership, TWC Pty Ltd will add Spreadsheet Server Powered by the
QueryExchange™, a flagship application in the SAP space to complement its current value add
service offerings to the SAP user community. Spreadsheet Server, Powered by the
QueryExchange™ works as an intuitive Microsoft® add-in providing live reporting and analysis from
SAP to Excel. This empowers end users to use familiar Excel features and functions to create
dynamic dashboard views which can be accessed, automated and presented using a proprietary
formula driven approach, allowing users to access summary balances and detailed drill-downs
from within Excel. The cloud-based QueryExchange™ component of Spreadsheet Server Solution
Suite enables user organizations to select and tailor pre-built queries to meet their specific needs.
“The addition of TWC Pty Ltd to our worldwide partner channel affords us excellent capability to
scale and deliver our innovative and leading solutions to help transform the way finance and
operational business users interact with their SAP systems via Microsoft Excel. I am delighted to be
able to partner with TWC as we continue to drive yet more growth into continental Africa," said
Fergus van Niekerk, Director of Business Development & Channel Expansion for EMEA and LATAM at
Global Software, Inc. "TWC customers will experience Spreadsheet Server for use with SAP as a
robust and secure software application that will enable them to add scale, flexibility and
reliability, whilst also allowing them to reduce many of the current challenges associated with
reporting.
“We believe Spreadsheet Server is the best solution in the market for tactical Microsoft Excelbased applications for SAP, this will take our finance and business user to another level in their
integration of SAP with the Microsoft Excel platform, we are excited to be able to partner with
Global Software and bring this new dimension of value and lead the changing face of reporting

requirements, leveraging Microsoft Excel throughout our end user community " said Tinus Wagner,
CEO for TWC Pty Ltd

ABOUT TWC Pty Ltd.
TWC is a specialist Information Systems and Information Technology Company specializing in
Business Consulting, Systems Implementation and Technical Consulting focusing largely on SAP
solutions. TWC is a Global Organisation offering services in many countries, including South
Africa, Australia, and Japan, as well as various multi-national organisations in South Africa.
TWC's objective is to supply Consulting skills, methodologies and experience similar or superior
to that of which the typical, formal consulting market offers. A further objective is to render
the above mentioned services at rates far lower than those of traditional consulting
organizations who have the burden of management and other non-value adding overheads.
In summary TWC has a simple Mission Statement in life “We help you achieve yours”. TWC look
forward to be of service to your Organisation and is proud to confirm that all of our customers
are references.
Specialties
Business Consulting, Program and Project Management, Systems selection & Fit / Gap Analysis,
SAP GRC, SAP DBM for Auto, Supply of Skilled SAP resources, QA of your SAP Implementations,
Systems of Small and Medium Businesses, KNOA UEM, SAP SuPM, Carbon Impact, SAP UEM

